In this paper, we analyze optimal scheduling of a tree-like multicluster tool with single-blade robots and constant robot moving times. We present a recursive minimal cycle time algorithm to reveal a multi-unit resource cycle for multicluster tools under a given robot schedule. For a serial-cluster tool, we provide a closed-form formulation for the minimal cycle time.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE companion paper [1] , we discussed a resource cycle-based approach to analyze the minimal cycle time and optimal robot schedules for two-cluster tools. The goal of this second-part paper is to extend the methodology in [1] to tree-like -cluster tools. A tree-like -cluster tool consists of single connected clusters without loops. Each cluster is equipped with a single-blade robot with a constant moving time among PMs. Fig. 1 shows an example of a ten-cluster tool. We also present sufficient conditions under which the decomposition method proposed in [2] is valid and the robot pull scheduling strategy [1] - [4] , a widely used scheduling strategy in production, is optimal for multicluster tools.
The tree-like cluster topology is a generalization of most production cluster tools. Studying such a general configuration will produce knowledge not only to further understand the complexity of scheduling multicluster tools but also to design new tools such as linear cluster tools [5] , [6] . The complexity in scheduling multicluster tools mainly lies at understanding interactions among clusters [1] . We studied the interactions between two adjacent clusters in [1] . We will show in this paper that the cluster interactions not only exist for any two adjacent clusters but also among multiple clusters within one branch or even cross-branch clusters of multicluster tools. We provide analyses and algorithms to capture these interactions.
Multicluster scheduling has been an active research area in recent years. Geismar et al. [7] present the lower-bound throughput of a three-cluster robotic cell with single-blade robots and compare the tool's throughput with the pull strategy by simulation. The pull schedule specifies the robot movement by moving wafers from the last process module (PM) to the first PM in sequence. It shows that the pull strategy achieves the lower-bound performance in 87% of all simulated cases. A simulation-based approach is also reported in [8] for multicluster tools. Yi et al. [2] has studied the decomposition and optimality conditions of the pull schedule. Zero robot moving times are assumed in [2] and under such an assumption, the optimality of the pull schedule is obtained.
All existing work focus on serially-connected multicluster tools. We consider a more complex tree-like cluster connection topology. In this paper, we use the resource cycle-based approach [1] and we take a buffer-centered viewpoint to understand the interaction among clusters. A recursive approach is proposed to capture the aggregated cluster interactions. The contribution of this paper is not simply an extension of the results in [1] and [2] . First, we consider constant robot moving times and the pull scheduling discussed in [2] is no longer always optimal. Second, the tree-like cluster connection topology introduces complex interactions among multiple clusters that can be located across several branches of the cluster tree, and the results in [1] cannot be directly applied to capture these interactions. Finally, the analyses in this paper are used to derive the decomposition and optimality conditions for robot pull schedules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the resource cycle-based recursive algorithm and analysis. In Section III, we present a closed-form formulation of minimal cycle time calculation and properties of scheduling a serially connected multicluster tool. We discuss decoupling conditions and optimality conditions for the pull schedule in Section IV. In Section V, we present an illustrative example before concluding the paper in Section VI.
II. RESOURCE-BASED -CLUSTER TOOL ANALYSIS
A.
-Cluster Tool Configuration
We consider the following assumptions for an -cluster tool: 1) all wafers follow an identical flow that visits each PM exactly once; 2) the load-locks at the first single cluster always has wafers/spaces for a robot to pick or place at any time; 3) all the activity times are deterministic; and 4) buffer modules have either one-or two-wafer capacity. We use the same notations and definitions in the companion paper [1] without reintroducing them. As we discussed in [1] , cluster scheduling can be determined by robot moving sequences and therefore, we use activity sequences to describe cluster tools' schedules.
We consider an -serial-cluster tool, as shown in Fig. 2 , as a special type of multicluster tools. An -serial-cluster tool consists of single cluster tools connected in series, and each single cluster connects to exactly two neighboring clusters, except the leaf (ending) and the head (starting) clusters, which connect to only one neighboring cluster. We define a root cluster that is connected to several serial-cluster tools. For example, clusters and in Fig. 1 [1] and [4] , the so-called basic cycles have smaller cycle times than other nonbasic cycles in single-cluster tools. In this paper, we focus on basic cycles in scheduling individual single clusters of an -cluster tool.
B. Dual-Role Properties of Buffer Modules
In [1] , we analyzed the cycle time of a two-cluster tool that consists of and with buffer module . We show that the cycle time of this two-cluster tool can be broken down into three parts: Part 1 is the cycle time of by treating the buffer module as a virtual PM with processing time ; Part 2 is the cycle time of decoupled from by assuming infinite wafers and spaces at the virtual load-locks ; and Part 3 is the time delay due to the interaction between and and characterized by the -concatenated robot-move-sequences ( -CRM, ) cycle with the average one-unit cycle time [1] . By treating as a virtual PM with virtual processing time , we define (1) with and . We extend the results in [1] by defining two operating modes of the buffer module : (1) "Closed"-mode (C-mode): In this mode, the buffer module is treated as a virtual PM with processing time . Any cycle time calculation then follows by treating as a virtual PM. 1 Due to the tree-like topology, indexes of adjacent two clusters are not necessary in a consecutive order, for example, and , or and in Fig. 1 .
(2) "Expanded"-mode (E-mode): In this mode, all the robot movement and processing times in (and any other connected clusters in the downstream branch) are included in the -CRM cycle through . The -CRM cycle lasts and produces wafers. The introduction of these two buffer-operating modes will facilitate the discussion on characterizing the interactions among clusters. These interactions are clearly seen from the dual role of the buffer modules: on one hand, the interaction between two clusters can be simply decoupled and we can compare the one-unit cycle times of each single cluster to obtain the resulting cycle time. The schedule of the two-cluster tool is obtained by combining and aligning two single-cluster schedules. This fact is captured by treating the buffer in C-mode. On the other hand, the interaction between two clusters can produce -CRM cycles, which could dominate the one-unit cycle of any individual single cluster. This phenomenon has been discussed in details in [1] and is captured through treating buffers in E-mode. If the C-mode and E-mode roles of the buffer modules are considered recursively, we capture all possible interactions among connected clusters, not restricting to two adjacent clusters or connected clusters in one branch.
Let denote the th -CRM cycle with the -cluster tool. Associated with , we define a triplet , where is the cycle time of , is the number of wafers produced by , and is the set of buffer modules that are involved in . For example, for any 1-CRM cycle (i.e., one-unit resource cycle) of is for resource is for resource (2a) (2b) is for resource is for resource (2c) where , and
Remark 1: The introduction of triplet to characterize the property of resource cycle one of the key developments for analyzing and capturing the interactions among clusters. In Section II-C, we search and track each feasible resource cycle of cluster tools by updating the triplet representation.
C. Recursive Minimal Cycle Time Analysis of -Cluster Tools
Following the above buffer-mode viewpoint, we calculate the minimal cycle time of a two-connected-cluster tool ( and ) as follows:
Step 1: find the 1-CRM cycle time of with treated as the C-mode with processing time ;
Step 2: find the 1-CRM cycle time of assuming always wafers/spaces in ;
Step 3: using the existing -CRM cycles , find the new -CRM cycle by treating in the E-mode. The corresponding cycle time is offset by , namely, , and corresponding wafer number is increased by , namely, , where is determined by [1, Lemma 1] . We repeat the above Step 3 for all possible -CRM cycles. Let denote the indexing set of all -CRM cycles. The minimum cycle time of the two-cluster tool is then , where the average one-unit cycle time of is calculated as . We generalize the above approach recursively to any tree-like -cluster tools. Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure to compute the minimal cycle time of an -cluster tool under a given schedule. The algorithm defines two separate sets, and , to save the 1-CRM and -CRM cycles, respectively. The interactions among single clusters are captured by the -CRM cycles . The -CRM properties are recursively updated by the triplet of . The minimal cycle time of the -cluster is then the maximum of all one-unit cycle times and the average one-unit cycle times of all -CRM cycles. The following two examples illustrate the algorithm and the dependences among clusters. . The algorithm checks if buffer module has been included in any resource cycle and is found. Then, a new 3-CRM cycle is added to . Next, is considered and four new 1-CRM cycles are added to :
. The algorithm checks if buffer module has been included in any of the previously identified resource cycles and results in and . Then, two more new cycles, one 3-CRM and the other 5-CRM, and , respectively, are added to . The minimal cycle time of the three-cluster tool is given as (interaction between and ) dominates and is highlighted in the Gantt chart in Fig. 1 . For Case 2, the 3-CRM cycle (interaction between and ) dominates and is highlighted in the Gantt chart in Fig. 1 . Finally, for Case 3, the 5-CRM cycle (interaction among , and ) dominates and is highlighted in the Gantt chart in Fig. 1 . Fig. 5 shows wafer flows of the corresponding -CRM cycles. The detailed calculation of the cycle times is listed in Table II .
Example 2: Fig. 6 shows a tree-like three-cluster tool. Consider the schedule as and the consequent wafer distribution is . Similar to the previous example, Algorithm 1 first considers cluster with the C-mode for buffers and . Four 1-CRM cycles are added to : , , , and . Then, is considered next and there are other four 1-CRM cycles into :
The algorithm checks if has been included in any identified resource cycle and is found. A 3-CRM cycle is then added to . Next, is considered and four new 1-CRM cycles similar to the previous example are added to . Finally, the algorithm checks if buffer module has been included in any of the previously identified resource cycles and it results in , , and . Then, four more new cycles, three 3-CRMs and one 5-CRM, , , , and are added to . The minimal cycle time of the three-cluster tool is given as
We list five different combinations of the cluster processing times as shown in Table III . Applying Algorithm 1, we obtain the minimum cycle time of the three-cluster tool as listed in Table IV . For each case, one of the -CRM cycles dominates all other cycles. Therefore, the minimal cycle time of the mul- ticluster tool depends on the timing configurations and the possible interactions among connected clusters. These connected clusters are not necessarily adjacent in topological locations in the cluster. For example, under Case 5, the interaction between and , which are not directly connected, can dominate the cycle time of the three-cluster tool.
D. Complexity of Algorithm 1
Since Algorithm 1 goes through all possible cycles of the -cluster tool, its complexity depends on the complexity of the tool itself. For example, if the total amount of possible cycles in the system is and the number of clusters in the system is , then the maximum amount of searches for Line 11 statement in Algorithm 1 is . However, given , the value of depends on the cluster tool's configuration.
We give an extreme example of high complexity. We consider a six-cluster tool . Cluster is the root cluster, are all leaf clusters and they are connected through buffer modules of . This is a very similar topology to the cluster tool in Example 2 shown in Fig. 6 . We assume that in the given schedule, all belong to . Then, any of the five buffer modules, , can be in either C-mode or E-mode by Algorithm 1. This generates a total amount of possible -CRM cycles. If increases, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is exponential as . Remark 2: Note that even if we use other modeling approach such as graphic modeling methods for cluster tool scheduling problem, we cannot avoid searching for all feasible -CRM cycles. For example, if a Petri net model is applied to study the system [10] , [11] , we need to find the corresponding circuits for each -CRM cycle. This requires a complete search of the graph, which could be exponential. On the other hand, most production cluster tools' configuration are much simpler than the above extreme example. For example, the -serial-cluster tools discussed in Section III allow some special properties such that cost for searching all feasible -CRM cycles is polynomial.
III. -SERIAL-CLUSTER TOOLS
In this section, we analyze -serial-cluster tools using the results presented in Section III. The motivation for emphasizing the study of -serial-cluster tools is to reveal some underlying properties for most practical applications.
We consider an -serial-cluster tool as shown in Fig. 2 . Without loss of generality, we number the cluster sequentially from lead to leaf clusters as to . We also denote the buffer module between and as . To simplify the presentation, we shall assume that: 1) all buffer modules are single space and 2) buffer module is not in the resource of , . It is straightforward to relax the first assumption and obtain the similar results for double-space buffer cases from [1, Th. 3] . The reason we use the second assumption is to reduce the number of -CRM cycles induced by nonadjacent clusters to obtain reasonable analytical results for practical applications. The use of these assumptions however does not restrict our results.
Theorem 1: For an -serial-cluster tool under a schedule , the minimal cycle time is 
is obtained by using a virtual processing time , where 
Then, the average one-unit cycle time can be expressed as in (4). On the other hand, if there exists , , then there are three cases of 1-CRM in in which is involved. These three cases are indeed captured by set defined in the theorem. In these cases, we follow the above proof with replacing in (5) and (6) . This completes the proof.
Theorem 1 can be viewed as an extension of the formulation for two-cluster tools given in [1, Th. 2]. However, unlike the two-cluster case, we here need to handle the dependencies between every pair of adjacent and nonadjacent single clusters in an -serial-cluster tool. These cluster interactions are also affected by all the intermediate single clusters. These dependences are quantitatively captured by the s and s terms in the theorem.
For an -serial cluster tool, according to formulation given in (4), the total number of -CRM cycles is the same amount of index set combinations, which is . That implies that the complexity of Algorithm 1 for -serial cluster tools is polynomial as . Remark 3: Algorithm 1 and Theorem 1 compute the minimal cycle time of an -cluster and -serial-cluster tools, respectively, under a given schedule. Finding the optimal robot sequences of the -cluster tool under general configurations is NP-hard [8] and is out of scope of this work. For most practical applications, we are interested in finding the optimal schedules efficiently and effectively under certain conditions. In the following, we present these conditions under which optimal schedules of the -cluster tool can be quickly found.
IV. DECOUPLING CONDITIONS AND OPTIMALITY FOR ROBOT PULL STRATEGIES
In this section, we discuss conditions under which a multicluster tool can be decoupled into multiple single clusters so that existing efficient algorithms for single-cluster tools can be used to find the optimal schedules. We also derive optimality conditions for the robot pull strategy. Note that the results discussed in this section are the generalization of those in [2] under conditions of constant robot moving times and tree-like cluster topology.
Definition 1: Decoupling Equivalence (DE) is a property of an -cluster tool with which the throughput of the tool is equal to the maximum throughput of the decoupled single-cluster tools. Precisely, if an -cluster tool possesses the DE property under schedule , its cycle time can be calculated as (7) where for each connected to , is calculated in a way that for a single-space buffer , the virtual processing time is (determined by treating in C-mode), while for a double-space buffer . When the DE property holds, all double-space buffers can be replaced by virtual PMs with zero processing times and all single-space buffers can be considered as virtual process modules with processing time . The results in [1, Th. 3] implies that a two-cluster tool with a double-space buffer module can be decoupled. However, if the buffer module is single space, the existence of the DE property depends on the timing data and the robot schedules. For brevity, we only consider the DE property under the single-space buffer case and buffer modules satisfy . We can obtain the similar results if . In the following, we first present the conditions under which the pull schedule is optimal for multicluster tool and then discuss the DE conditions.
Proposition 1: For in a tree-like multicluster tool, the pull schedule is optimal when , , and , , where is a cluster that is directly connected to .
Proof: See the Appendix In [2] , only one-unit cycle has been considered. To rule out the -CRM, the authors have proposed a sufficient condition. This sufficient condition is stated as [2, Proposition 2] and is to constrain the so-called minimal robot cassette waiting time of to be smaller than of an -serial-cluster tool. We here show that the minimal robot cassette waiting time condition discussed in [2] indeed implies that the terms in (3) in Theorem 1 do not dominate other terms in (3) . For simplicity, we show only for a single-wafer capacity buffer case and it is straightforward to extend to a double-wafer capacity buffer case.
Let us consider a two-cluster tool and with a singlewafer capacity buffer under the pull schedules .
Using the notation in this paper, the minimal robot cassette waiting time condition in [2] is given as (8) where the minimal cassette waiting time , , and , , 2. In [2] , robot loading/unloading wafer times , robot moving times , and therefore , and . Proposition 2: For a two-serial-cluster tool and under pull schedules in [2] , if the minimal cassette waiting time satisfies (8) , then the term in Theorem 1 satisfies , that is, never dominates . Proof: Under the pull schedule , we have . We write the average one-unit cycle time as
Since satisfies (8), we have and thus (10) Let denote the PM index with the minimum processing time within , that is, . It is then straightforward to obtain the following inequality: (11) From (10) and (11), we have and further obtain From the above inequality, we obtain Using (9), we obtain , which completes the proof.
With Proposition 2, we obtain the following decomposition conditions for an -cluster tool.
Corollary 1: For , , of an -cluster tool under the pull schedule, suppose that out of PMs, there are buffer modules that connect to downstream clusters. If a cluster is connected to from upstream and following condition is satisfied: (12) then clusters and can be decoupled. If condition (12) is satisfied for every , , then the entire -cluster tool can be decoupled.
Remark 4: It is straightforward to apply the results in Corollary 1 to -serial-cluster tools and obtain the decomposition conditions in [2] . We omit the derivation here for brevity. It is also clear that the results in Theorem 1 is an extension of these results in [2] with consideration of the -CRM cycles among the multiclusters.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES
We apply the results of this paper to a real production system. We consider a chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) polisher used in semiconductor manufacturing. The CMP process is widely used to planarize the wafer surface and to enhance the photolithograph process performance [12] . The Teres CMP polisher (top view) shown in Fig. 7(a) was manufactured by Lam Research Corporation. Fig. 7(b) shows the cluster layout configuration for the polisher. The CMP polisher can be modeled as a four-cluster tool with four single-blade robots , . A similar system was studied in [8] under an assumption of zero robot moving times. We here relax this assumption. The wafer flow is as follows:
The processing timing data are shown in Table V . Since is a wafer-transfer cluster and is a process cluster, the robot moving time and load/unload times in these two clusters are relatively shorter.
We apply Theorem 1 and the DE properties to obtain a simple closed-form formulation. From (3) and (4), under pull schedule , we obtain the cycle time of the polisher as where , , , We further perform a large number of Monte Carlo simulations to examine the effect of the uncertainties in processing, loading/unloading, and moving times on the DE property and the optimality of the pull schedule. The results are shown in Table VII . According to the guidelines in [13] , we conduct seven experiments with exponentially decreasing mean processing times. Each experiment contains four simulations, which have exponentially decreasing variances in the processing time distribution. Every row in Table VII is a simulation experiment. For example, the third row is the simulation under uniform distribution with mean processing time 600 s and variance s, which is one half of that of the simulation in the 2nd row or one quarter of that of the simulation in the 1st row. Each simulation experiment includes 1 million replications, all following the same distribution.
In all simulation experiments, , , , 2 and , , , 4. The first two columns in Table VII show the experimental parameters. The next seven columns list the percentage of dominance of each resource cycle. The last two columns present the percentage that the DE property holds and the percentage that the pull schedule is optimal, respectively. It can be seen that the DE property holds in almost 99% while the optimality of the pull schedule holds in almost 82% on average of all experiments. These results are due to the use of small robot moving and load/unload times. Fig. 8 shows that when both the robot moving and load/unload times change from to (increasing variations), the average percentage that the DE property holds and the average percentage that the pull schedule is optimal decrease quickly at the beginning but very slowly around 68% and 47%, respectively. In all of these experiments, we use our analytical results to predict the minimal cycle time of the polisher under the robot pull strategies.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper extended the resource cycle-based method in the companion [1] to analyze the optimal scheduling problem for an -cluster tool with single-blade robots. We presented a recursive algorithm to compute the minimal cycle time of the cluster tool for a set of given robot movement sequences. We demonstrated the impact of the cluster interactions on the cycle time. These interactions have been shown, in both closed-form formulation and numerical examples, not only between two adjacent clusters but also among multiple clusters within different cluster branches of a multicluster tool. Conditions were also established for decoupling a multicluster tool and verifying optimality of the pull schedule. Under the decoupling conditions, the multicluster tool scheduling problem can be solved in polynomial time, and if the processing times further satisfy the optimality conditions for the pull schedule, the optimal scheduling problem becomes straightforward. A CMP polisher in semiconductor manufacturing production was used as a multicluster tool example to illustrate the proposed formulation and algorithms. The Monte Carlo simulation results suggested that under most processing time cases in practice, the decomposition and pull scheduling strategy achieve the minimal cycle time.
APPENDIX
We compare the pull schedule with any other nonpull schedule . We consider a schedule and , where , and , can be any schedule for . The proposition implies that for any resource cycle in , we can find a corresponding resource cycle in under which the cycle time is greater than or equal to that of .
In the following, we first consider the cases where both and are 1-CRM cycles, and then the -CRM cycles . Taking as a reference, there exist following cases of in . Within any -CRM cycle , there is at least one cluster that is connected to an E-mode buffer. We define the set of indexes of all such clusters as the index set of expanded clusters, denoted as . Next, we check all the -CRM cycles in which is involved. 
